We hope that you enjoy the mask(s). My mom and I hand make each one. So they
aren’t perfect, but they are made with love. We hope that they help slow the
spread of Covid-19 and that the sea-life masks spread awareness for the aquatic
animal(s) that it features and promotes marine conservation. We also hope that
the design(s), has/have special meaning to you. Although it’s not comfortable to
wear a mask, especially for long periods of time, I hope that these are as
comfortable as a mask can be and that it’s cute, stylish design creates a bit of
excitement to wear.
Stay safe, stay stylish, and stay healthy,
Christina and Linda Barringer
The masks:
100% cotton outer layer with a softer cotton or cotton blend inner layer.
There’s a wire fitting in the nose area. Simply, pinch lightly for it to form to your
nose. Straps can be tightened by tying another knot or by weaving around the
current knot, cutting it and retying a new knot.
Optional add on: Strap adjusters
Straps can be replaced if need be by weaving a new elastic cord through the band
opening using a skinny enough device to do so.
Care instructions:
Recommended: Hand wash with warm water and detergent
Alternative: Wash on a delicate cycle in a laundry bag for delicates
Hang, air dry only
Iron, if necessary
In time, you may get some stray hairs popping up on the inside of the mask from
the fabric but they can be neatly trimmed with small scissors.
If you love your mask, feel free to tag Christina in a photo on Facebook and/or
Instagram @ChristinaBarringer.
Check out more masks at www.cbseaphotography.com à cloth face masks.
*Disclaimer: Handmade cloth face masks are not medical grade masks and do not replace the need to follow social
distancing guidelines as well as public health hygienic recommendations.

Strap Adjusters
Reattaching your strap adjusters:

